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Inventivepreneur Foundation launched India’s biggest platform with two-way flow of trade and investment in India and US 

by hosting International Investment Challenge (IIC) on ‘Investment Opportunities in Indian Innovative Businesses.’ This 

initiative will take Top 50 selected high-potential enterprises or Innovations from India for an immersive, experiential learning 

program to be held in Silicon Valley, California. Winners of International Inventivepreneur Challenge will have to spend 7 

days on the ground and engage with leading technology companies, business incubators, investors and other like-minded 

International businesses.  

 

International Investment Challenge aims to encourage investment from US into Indian Innovative Businesses. 

Inventivepreneur is creating platform for sharing knowledge, experience, network, and opinions, Summit shall see Global 

Business Leaders, entrepreneurs, politicians, policymakers, and investors, in attendance. This summit will commence with 

round table to discuss the ‘investment opportunities for innovative businesses of India along with business presentation by 

leading 50 innovators to Business Investors. The discussion shall witness key Indian Innovators and US Silicon Valley Business 

Investors to understand the potential of Indian economy and the avenues it offers. Day 1 shall wrap up with an Indo-US 

investors meet, where business leaders, entrepreneurs, politicians, policymakers, and investors can network to assess new 

alliances. This entire trip experience esteemed attendees participating in the International Investment Challenge on 

exploring available investment options and encouraging new investments. 

 

Following the above we would like to invite all the students or alumni’s of colleges or Institutions of AICTE to participate in 

International Investment Challenge (IIC) to avail international exposure, bigger size foreign investment, visit to biggest 

corporate of world, national awards, close interaction with top industry leaders and national branding through TV, print, 

digital media etc.   

                                                                                                          

REGISTRATION 

Step 1: Concept Design and Validation 

Begin putting your ideas down on paper (observe environmental trends, identify personal problems you could solve, etc.) 

and familiarize yourself with IIC judging criteria. Be sure to define your target market and the benefits of your product/ 

service for users in your target market. Think about what problem you propose to solve to add value to your end users, and 

how your product/ service is different from competitors. 

 

Once you have some confidence that your idea is ‘new’, reach out to your target market to find out if people desire your 

product/ service, are willing to pay for it. Contact Inventivepreneur Foundation if you need assistance to validate your idea. 

Mentors in Inventivepreneur Foundation provide many useful tips and valuable initial end-user feedback.  

 

Step 2: IIC Registration 

Once the submission window is open, innovators will be able to submit their innovation through online submission form at 

https://goo.gl/forms/Wrby6P9u6uys1bVm2. Last day to submit entries is 30th April 2019. 

  

INITIAL EVALUATION 

Evaluation Process: IIC competitions are evaluated in two phases: 

 

Phase One: Virtual, On-line Judging 

The first phase of judging is virtual and involves assessing submissions on-line. Judges may select the option of reviewing all, 

or a subset of, entries. One week is allotted for judges to score entries and provide feedback. After the scores are tabulated, 

finalists are notified by email and invited to display their innovation. Top 100 selected innovations will be invited to meet 

and share in person.  
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Phase Two: Presentation to Selection Committee 

Doors will open for participant innovative teams on 8th May 2019.  All participant must proceed to the registration desk to 

sign up before 9:30 a.m. to sign in and have sufficient time to setup and prepare before judges arrive.  

 

WORKSHOPS 

Final shortlisted Innovations after phase II will get workshop to understand tips and guidelines for the big day and make 

great impression to Silicon Valley Investors. Workshop topics will include ideation, pitching techniques, and presentation 

way. Workshop details will be informed to selected final IIC participants through letter.  

 

FINAL Day 

The final phase of judging is in-person at the California. Again, judges may select the option of evaluating all, or a subset. 

After the judging period concludes, judges deliberate to select the winners for investment between INR 1Cr to 10Cr. 

 

Judging Criteria 

Entries are evaluated on a scale of 1 to 5 along five different criteria during online/ in-person judging: 

1. What’s the idea?: Did the individual innovator/team clearly describe their product/ service idea? What are the key benefits 

of their product/ service? How does it add value/ solve a problem? 

 

2. Who would benefit? Did the individual innovator/team clearly define their target market? Did they give specific examples/ 

cite evidence to demonstrate that users in their target market desire/ demand their product/ service? 

 

3. Why is the idea different? Did the individual innovator/team explain how their product/ service idea is different from/ exhibits 

a clear advantage over other existing, or soon to be available, products/ services on the market? Did they give specific 

examples/ cite evidence to demonstrate their competitive advantage? 

 

4. Can the idea be implemented? What resources will it require? Did the individual innovator/team assess resource (e.g. skills, 

time and money) requirements to convert their product/ service idea into a viable business? Do they have the necessary 

resources? What are the gaps they need to fill? Did they give specific examples/ cite evidence to demonstrate their 

resource gaps? Did they evaluate alternative strategies to fill these gaps? 

 

5. Poster Board and Presentation: Did the individual innovator/team clearly and succinctly communicate their product/ 

service idea through: 

- Oral presentation? Did their pitch want you to read their poster board? 

-  How professional and polished is the exhibit? Is it understandable on its own without the presentation? Is it  

 grammatically correct? 

 

Participation Benefit for Innovators: 

 International exposure 

 Business pitch to silicon valley investors 

 Foreign investment 

 Bigger investment size 

 Visit in biggest corporate of world 

 National award 

 Involvement of top industry leaders 

 National branding through TV, Print, Digital Media,   
 

SUBMISSION TIMELINE: 

Submit latest by 1800 Hrs on 30th April 2019 

 

For any clarification 

Selection Committee  

International Investment Challenge 

Innovation Campus, Udyog Nagar Industrial Area, Delhi - 110041  

Ph: nitin@inventivepreneur.com  

Mobile: +91 9319381811  
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